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Mr. President: I am very glad to see these

umerous propositions of so many fixed aod
ertain routes for a Pacific railroad. I hope
hafi every proposition of that character which
i in reserve may speedily be submitted. Their
resentation will open the way to a candid
onsideration of the few remarks which it is my
nrpose to make in support of this bill

;
remarks

esigned, not to show that the road which prob-
bly will be made under the bill will be made upon
ae best, or the most convenient, or the cheap-
st route, or that the system which the com-
littee have adopted, and submitted to the

Senate in their bill, is the best system, and one
he most satisfactory to all parties which can
e devised, but to show that it is impossible
« the Congress of the United States, repres-

enting, as they do, confederated States and
(immunities distant from each other, and main-
lining systems of commerce and agriculture
nd manufactures so diverse, to agree and de-

I

ermine upon any one route, or the full details

fany one system, to the exclusion of all others.

I have little occasion to appeal to the Sena-
>rs from California, the only community on the
acific coast which as yet is represented in the
ongress of the United States. I have observed
Isvays, in the Sta e to which I belong, that the
lemory of the Netherlands is held in the tender-
it affection by the descendants of the first

alonists. On the other hand, when I trav-
eled in Holland, I was unable to find even one
tigering tradition there of the settlement of the
ew Netherlands. It is ever so. The affec-

onof the emigrant for bis native land is always
ronger than the concern of the fatherland for

8 exiles in foreign countries. The Senators
otn California are convinced and committed.
od are earnest enough in support of a Pacific

dlroad. It is only necessary to convince the

Senators from the eastern side of the Rocky
Mountains. It is only on this side of the

mountains that the snow and ice of indifference

and prejudice remain to be removed.
I shall pass rapidly over the details of the

bill. No Senator has shown—I think no Sena-
tor can show—any objection against the propo-
sitions for settling Ihe route, which are contained
in the bill reported by the committee, which has
not been already anticipated there. No one can
show, I think, as no one has shown, an objection

against the plan adopted and recommended by
the committee for the construction of the road,

which has not been anticipated there, which 1

myself have not anticipated and surrendered
there. This bill is not my bill. The route upon
which the road will probably be made under it

is uncertain. It cannot now be ascertained. My
own apprehensions are, that it will cause a road
to be built in a latitude further south than I

should prefer; but, on the other hand, I know,
or at least I think I am authorized to say, that

members of the committee, as well informed on
the subject and as shrewd and sagacious as I,

opposed the bill in committee, because they be-
lieved that under it the road would probably be
made on a route more northern than they could
approve. If I were authorized and empowered
to provide for the construction of the Pacific

railroad, I should begin in a very northern lati-

tude, and I should extend the road directly across
the continent, in continuation of the northwest-
ern track of emigration which has been pur-
sued from the time when the navigation of
the New York canals and'the great lakes was
opened until now, when we find population
already gathered and clustering upon the west-
ern shores of Lake Superior. If I were author-
ized to provide the system upon which it should
be built, I would discard and rejeot at once



all pretence of the employment of companies
or associations, which, in my judgment, are

but shams when engaged by the Government of

the United States to construct a great national

work. 1 regard such associations as bodies

which will have no blood, no nerves, no sinews

—

in short, no power, no life, but what they will

derive from the vigor and strength of the Gov-
ernment of the; United States. I would discard,

utterly and entirely, the policy of giving public

lands to railroad /companies, to be sold in the

shambles to speculators, to raise means to carry

on this great national work. I would directly

employ the capital and the credit of the United
States, increasing the revenues of the United
States from commerce, for the purpose of defray-

ing the cost, and establishing, at the same time,

a sinking fund which should, within a reasona-
ble time, absorb the public debt thus created.

And I would surrender the public lands in the

vicinity of the road to actual settlers for culti-

vation, so as to secure the speediest possible

production of revenue from it.

But, Mr. President, all these views have been
overruled in the committee, as have been all the

proposed other or different plans or methods of de-

termining the route
;
and they have been over-

ruled upon a due consideration of all our objec-

tions. This bill has been reported by a majority

of the committee, with whom I agree to accept
it, not as the best possible bill, but a3 that one
which will come nearest to our own systems and
views. The only alternatives were either one less

acceptable to those with whom I suppose myself
to be acting, or no bill for a Pacific railroad at

all. If any one inquire why I submitted to be
overruled, I answer, it was because I think that

it is time for deliberation to end, and for action

to begin. In other words, I am in earnest in

desiring to see a Pacific railroad built.

If I have not made myself clear in regard to

this impossibility of fixing a route in debate
here, I think I shall be able to do so by a single

further remark. The Congress of the United
States contains Representatives who may be dis-

tributed in several classes—first, those who
would vote for a Pacific railroad, anywhere

;

a second class, who would vote for a rail-

road, if it was not carried upon a route en-

tirely distant and remote from the States which
they represented

;
and a third class, who will

not vote for a railroad at all anywhere, to be

made in any way, and under any circumstances.

Since we concluded in the committee that no one
route could be determined on in debate, it only

remained to find some plan for the selection of a

route independently of our own direct action.

The proposition which was adopted provides

that the President of the United States shall be
furnished with means to contract virtually for

the building of a Pacific railroad, starting at a

point on the western line of the organized States

of the Union, that is the Missouri river, the west-

ern border of the State of Missouri, at some point

between the Big Sioux and the Kansas rivers,

and thence to proceed to San Francisco, in the

State of California, by the mo3t eligible route,

regard being had to feasibility, shortness, and I

economy. It is possible that the confidence thu
to be reposed in the Executive might be abused
but there is a guaranty for his trust being ext

cuterl wisely and justly, in the fact that the hi

provides an appeal to the interests of capitalisti

to ascertain the most eligible route, referenc

being had to feasibility, shortness, and economy
The western terminus of the road must., at a

events, and immediately, be at San Francisco
not that it will be the only, terminus of all th

Pacific railroads which shall be hereafter built

not that it is in our power to bind up fate, an.

compel the population upon the whole extent c<

the Pacific coast to pay tribute forever to Sn
Francisco, but that San Francisco occupies, 8.

this time, the position of the centre of commerci
on the Pacific coast of this continent, and tha

civilization is further advanced and more com
pleted and perfected in the State of Californk

and in that portion of it which communicate
with San Francisco, than it is in any more nortK
ern or more southern region on that coast. .1

railroad to the Pacific ocean would be practical!

incomplete, which should traverse tbe continei;

and stop at San Diego in the south, or at Gua;

mas, on the Gulf of California, or at Puget Soun
Although it may be practically wise to build tl

road to Vancouver’s Island, or to Puget Soum
still, when it has been brought there, cod

merce, and the interests of the Governmer
would require it to be continued to San Frai

cisco. Therefore, a majority of the cod

mittee supposed it was safe and proper to requi

that the road should be built to that poin

What remained, then, was to approximate to

terminus on the western border of the AtlaDt '

States; and leaving the margin of a short di^

tance of three hundred miles between the Kans:-,

and Big Sioux rivers, we thought a point mig.i

be taken from which connections might be mai j

from Chicago, from St. Paul, from St. Louij

from Memphis, from New Orleans, and fro
j

Texas. In this way, while it might be suppose!

that the interests of trade, as already esta 1

1

lished, had determined one or several termini

tions on the Atlantic coast—Portland if y< j

please, or Boston, or New York, or Philadelphi

or Charleston, or New Orleans, or all of them-

the only question left was a practical one, nam
lv : where, on the western borders of the existii

Atlantic States, ihese several ports could mo
naturally and easily and conveniently ba co

nected with the route across the continent whit i

would be most eligible, because it was the mo
feasible, the shortest, and the one requiring tl,

least expense.

Senators on all sides now raise the questio

whether the road, if starting at a point between tl

Big Sioux and the Kansas rivers, and seeking Si

Francisco, will go northerly enough, or wbetb

it will go sufficiently far south, or whether it w
take the central route, or the Albuquerque roui

All that matter is It ft to be ascertained by t

surest and best test, and that is the test of t.

skill and science and economy of the contracts

who shall engage to build the road. What h

already occurred here has been sufficient

show, that although it is possible that a m



ty oi moyy wnu law me construction m a

i.road to the Pacific may not agree upon this

tem or plan of ascertaining where it shall be

ated, yet a majority cannot be gathered to-

her to vote for the northern, or Governor
vens’s, route, because everybody south of that

te would be inclined to vote against it. So,

,ou take a central route, those on the north

1 those on the south may be expected to com-
e to vote against it

;
and if you take the Texas

;te, there will^e a strong opposition on the

i't of all those who think that its effect would
to carry the emigration of the country and the

ngress of civilization further south than is con-

tent with the interests of the States which

y represent. I make these allusions, not for

i purpose of showing that the details which
^ bill adopts are the best, but for the purpose

1 showing that they are the best upon which I

jpose a majority of Congsess can be brought

i
agree.

ilr. President, we are met on this occasion, as

always have been, with the argument that the

istruction of a Pacific railroad is impossible,

it objection has been raised here annually for

;bt years, and so often as the subject of a Pacific

lroad has been renewed
;
but it comes now in

modified form. Now, it is said that it is impos-
ile to make the road within any reasonable lim-

of expense, and within any reasonable and
nvenient period of time. It has been already

monstrated, by actual surveys, that this road

n be made at an expense varying from
1 5,000,000 to $125,000,000, on any one of, I

ink, five several routes
;
and that, if the requi-

e epergy shall he exercised, it can be built

thin a period of ten or fifteen years.

But it is said the road will cost a hundred or

ore millions, and will be worthless when it is

ide, because it will not be self-sustaining

—

at it will be a burden upon the Treasury of

.0,000,000 a year. It does not lie in my way
dispute or gainsay these specifications of the

d objection of impracticability, as now modi-
;d. I grant you, sir, that railroads cannot be

ade anywhere without great cost, and especial-

it they are made through mountain passes and
7er sterile plains, in a region absolutely unin-

ibited, or inhabited only by savages. 1 grant,

oreover, that railroads do not often pay divi-

:nds. and seldom or never pay dividends when
ley are constructed through a region in which
iciety has yet to be called into existence. I

i Imit the truth of these objections, when stated

ith.any moderate limitations
;
but this admis-

on does not at all settle the question of econo-
ly. We have fallen into the habit of regarding
|iat road alone as feasible which could be made
y commerce, and sustained by commerce, be-

cause that has been our experience, and the ex-

erience of older nations. A road is undertaken
• l Russia, in Germany, in France, in England, in

lassachusetts, New Hampshire, Virginia, Geor-
ia, Tennessee, everywhere in settled and civil-

'.ed States, for commercial purposes only, or

hiefly. It is undertaken upon the ground that

he profits of traffic upon it will pay for its con-
traction and its management. It is a very wise

policy on me part oi tue ijovenrareniroi me uni^

ted States to employ, for postal and military pur-

poses, roads in those States which are made by

commerce, and for commercial uses. But it by

no means follows, and it is a great error to infer,

that commerce will make and sustain railroads

everywhere, adapted to the purposes of the Gov-
ernment, or that the Government of the United

States has no need for a railroad across the con-

tinent, because commerce will not make and will

not sustain it when made.
The error, Mr. President, lies in supposing

that the road is to be built exclusively op chiefly

for commercial purposes, and that the t/jst of its

expediency is an exigency of commerce. This

road for the present, perhaps for a long future,

is to be chiefly a political road—a road which
will have three purposes : the first, the convey-

ance of the mails of the United States, thus ma-
king it a postal road

;
second, the conveyance

of the armies and the military and naval stores

of the United States to the interior of the conti-

nent, and across the continent to the Pacific

States
;
third, the introduction and establishment

of society in the recesses of the continent. Inde-

pendent of the great central, desolate, dreary

region which intervenes between us and the Pa-
cific coast, we have already exploded the ancient

theory that the mails of the United States can
be maintained by commerce alone

;
we are actu-

ally maintaining postal communication, as a

political necessity, over eastern portions of the

United States, and upon the Atlantic and the

Pacific oceans, at a cost greatly exceeding the

revenues derived from the postal service itself.

A postal railroad across the continent, within
our own dominion, would stand on the same
footing with our present overland wagon road,

or our steamship lines between New York and
San Francisco. But this is a very small element
in the question. Other great elements are the

maintaining of peace, and order, and authority,

over the savage tribes in the interior of this con-
tinent : and, if need be, which God forefend, here-

after the maintf nance of authority and of peace
and of law in Territories organized within that

region
;
and, still further, the protection of the

! American communities which are growing up on
the Pacific coast from the Gulf of California to

the boundary of British Oregon, as well as the
security of those communities against danger in

such foreign wars as our whole political system
contemplates as possible

;
and, lastly, there is

the object of consolidating the Union between
those States and the Atlantic States.

These are political objects, and it is seen at
once that the commercial uses of the road are

entirely incidental. For one, Mr. President, I

believe that if there had been a Pacific railroad,

there would have been none of those recent dis-

turbances and alarms in Utah, which have cost us
so many millions; there would have been none
of those fearful and distracting incursions of
the Indian tribes on our infant settlements in
Oregon and Washington. If there had been a
Pacific railroad, there would have been a more
rapid increase of the population and strength
and wealth and vigor of the new States upon



the FacmcMmast—Ualifornia and Oregon. The
emigrant goes for a song from the Atlantic States

to the borders of civilization beyond the Missis-

sippi. Fifteen, twenty, or fifty dollars, pay the

expense of the emigrant from Boston unto what
we are yet accustomed to call the Far West, and
a sum not greater than that, pays the expense of

the emigrant from Europe to this country
;
but

the emigrant from the Atlantic coast, or from
any of the internal Atlantic States, or from
Europi, lays out a small estate in reaching the

settlements on the Pacific, which it will be for-

tunate for him if he is able to replace by the la-

bor of many years after his arrival there.

If, Mr. President, it be said that there is no
need of the display of the Government in those

regions until society shall have been organized
there, and shall have developed commerce, which
will furnhh and maintain the desired communi-
cations, then I answer, that that is a question

which was foreclosed ten years ago. It was
settled and determined when the treaty of Guada-
lupe Hidalgo was executed. The United States

then solemnly undertook and committed itself to

its own people and to the world, to discharge the

responsibility of establishing and maintaining
civilization and government across the Rocky
Mountains and the snowy mountains, and the

deep ravines and the sterile plains which inter-

vene between their summits. This Government,
in fact, has never been able for a moment to get
away from the sense and conviction and pressure

of that obligation. What are all our experiences

of treaties with Great Britain and with the Cen-
tral American States, for the route across the

Isthmus of Panama, for the route across Nica-
ragua, for the route through Honduras, to say
nothing of our surveys of a ship canal across the
Isthmus of Darien? What have all these nego-
tiations meant? What mean all the conflicts

and embarrassments which attend them, and
which are perpetually increasing? What means
our controversy about the filibuster system, about
the Monroe doctrine, about M. Belly’s interoceanic

ship canal? What are all these together but the

betrayal of the conviction of the United States of
the necessity of having routes across thi3 conti-

nent by which to maintain order and govern-
ment within our unorganized territories, and to

secure the safety and prosperity of our new States

on the Pacific?

For one, sir, I believe that society will never
be permanently organized and maintained in

peace in the interior of the continent, I believe

that authority will not be maintained there suc-

cessfully, and I believe even that union will not
be perfected between the East and the West,
until we shall have completed this bond ofconnec-
tion, this great instrument of political discipline, if

you please so to call it, which it ought to have
been the first task of the Government ofthe United
States to provide, on the organization of society

there under our Constitution. So believing, the

question of $50,000,000, or $100,000,000 expense,

or of $10,000,000 a yearinmaintainingthe system,

in my j udgment, sinks into insignificance. It is ne-

cessary
;
and since it is necessary, there is an end

of the argument,'It stands,'! repeat, upon the same

footing as your postal system
;
precisely upon 1

same foundation as your navy and vourarmy; a

if you are to dispense with either, if you are to t

down the expenses of either, my sober judgrai

is, that retrenchment should lay its hand up

the armed forces and the Daval establishment

the United States, while a liberal and fosteri

care should be extended to the comtneneemi
and prosecution of this great enterprise.

Mr. President, I do not know how long we c

go on floundering in the way we have done
the last eight years, disputirfg with the Repufc

of New Granada to-day, disputing to-morr

with the Republic of Nicaragua, unable to repr

incursions of our own citizens upon Cent

America, in danger perpetually of conflict w
France and England, for want of this gn
improvement; but 1 am sure of one thing : tta

loyal as the people of the Pacific coast are, tl

loyalty has its limits, and it is founded in reas

and not in blind partiality or affection. T
community, so distant from us, so separated fr

us, growing up by itself in a state of isolation

the Pacific coast, and as near to-day to the gr

communities of Western Europe and to As

practically, as it is to us, cannot be retained

political connection with us by a mere writ

bond, a contract in writing
;
but it must be ma

tained by the exercise of the spirit of the Uni

which is equality—equality between the Stat

equality between the communities constitut

the States
;
that political equality which, mak

due allowances for physical barriers that can

be surmounted, yields and affords to agricultn

to mining, to manufactures, and to commei
throughout every part of this great empire, eq

facilities and advantages. Every Senator <

answer for himself whether the Pacific coast

joys this equality of privileges and advanta.

consistently with the obligations of the Gove
ment, so long as it is held aloof and isolat

Let us not deceive ourselves. There is no d

tiny that secures, and will, in despite of our o

errors, vices, or crimes, perpetuate this inestir

ble Union. On the other hand, the fates i

always assiduously engaged in weaving an in

itable web for indolent and improvident Stal

Ambition, Mr. President, is not exclusive!

plant of Eastern growth. It springs up and is

vigorous on the Pacific as upon the Atlantic; a

our Pacific States will, if they are not allowed

connect themselves directly and intimately w
the Eastern States, do just exactly what the oh

Atlantic States did. They will colonize th

own coast of the continent, and set up for the

selves. It is only a question of time, if there

no change of policy. They can be no more lo

to us and entertain no more affection for us tt

our forefathers cherished towards the coun
from which they emigrated to this confine

Then, I think, the Pacific railroad involves t

question : whether this capital, endeared to us

so many attractions, and exciting so much pr

and promise and expectation, shall, by the i

provement of facilities for intercourse, commer
and communication, between us and the Pac

coast, remain the capital ofthe whole Ui ited Sta

ofAmerica
;
or whether it shall dwarfand sink, a



come the capital of the United States of Atlan-

Araerica only; and Mexico, invested as it is

th so many ancient and heroic traditions al-

idv, shail become a rival capital—the capital

the Pacific States of America.
Mr. President, I shall not willingly lose my
,y in debates about the constitutional power of

s Government of the United States to construct

s road. For myself, I understand the Consti-

ion of the United States to have been made “ to

ablish justice, to maintain domestic tranquil-

r, and to secure the blessing of liberty to our-

ves and to our posterity/’ Believing, as I do,

it justice cannot be maintained, tranquillity

tserved, or the blessings of liberty secured,

der the' Constitution, to this whole American
bple, divided as it is into two communities,
ilated and separated from each other, I am in

frame of mind to indulge in that sharp politi-

criticism which, killing the spirit while it

es the letter, seeks to render the Consti-

ion of the United States, and the Union which
establishes, a powerless, spiritless, lifeless

ag. Since it is necessary for peace, since it

lecessary for order, for safety, for liberty, and
union, 1 can, without scrutinizing the provis-

s of that instrument too closely, find in

imple ground for my support of this great

isure. But all will agree that, in cases of

nediate danger, or in case of such remote
iger as exacts precaution, it is allowed by

Constitution of the United States to Con-
ss to make post roads in the Territories of

United States, and military roads within the

le Territories. That concession is all that

s occasion demands.
Ir. President, I hope I may be excused for ap-

ling to the Senate of the United States to re-

nber that we are now a people of thirty mil-

ts, and that we are increasing at the rate of a

lion a year—not a million of slaves, or drones,

i mi lion of subjects of ignorant and besotted

tes, but a million, practically, of free, vigorous,

ghtened, intelligent, emulous ambitious men.
activity is the law of a community so strong,

rrous, and prosperous. I mean activity be-

d the mere daily occupation in domestic trades

professions, in mining and in agriculture,

in manufactures and commerce—an activity

ch constitutes the exterior life, if I may so

it, of a State, and which forces it on some
i ;er of improvement or aggrandizement; that

tical activity which, carrying one nation for-

d after another, or many along together, con-
jtes what we recognise as the world’s prog-

,
or the advance of civilization. Political

vity is a law of nations. Of all the enlight-

i States which have existed in modern or in

ient times, there has been no one which has
id to obey this law. What was the coloni-

on of the United States but the exercise of

activity by the British nation
;
what the col-

lation of the provinces lying to our north, in-

ling the western bank of the Mississippi, by
nee? Sir, Great Britain, within the last two
dred years, has, in obedience to this law of

tical activity, extended her empire in vast

les around tire globe. France, in obedience

to the same law, has disturbed and convulsed
the nations of the earth for two hundred years,

and made her language the 'Onventional language
of the world. In obedience to the same law,

Spain, lethargic as she was, discovered the one
half of the globe

;
and Portugal, even less devel-

oped, at the beginning of the fifteenth centurj
,
as

a civilized State, rescued from oblivion the other

half. History is only a record of this political

activity of nations.

How can this national activity of the American
people be repressed, if it be wise to repress it ?

It never has been repressed. On the contrary,

it has always had free scope. Our rescue of the

dominion over so much of the continent from
Spain, France, and England, as we now enjoy,

has been only the exercise of that activity. We
have rescued enough for present uses, and for

improvement for a considerable period in the fu-

ture. What is to be done? This activity will

not be repressed. Let me say now, that it will

henceforth manifest itself either in a pacific form,

in the form of peaceful enterprise, or in a martial

form. One form or the other it must necessarily

assume. It is for us to determine whether it

shall be a pacific or a military one. If any think

that it can be repressed or conjured into peace
by words, what they see going on in Central

America, and in Sonora, and Chihuahua, ought
to satisfy them that Young America is not to be
held in a state of rest by fastening green withes
upon his limbs.

Now, sir, I am not to say, for the first time

|

here, that if there is a choice, I am for securing
a peaceful direction of the activity of the nation.

|

Peaceful activity is safer
;

it is cheaper
;

it is

\

surer; it saves all the elements of national

i

strength and national power, and increases them.
War is desolating; and even the best advantages
which it confers are obtained at the cost of the

distraction of large and precious energies of the

j

human race. Besides, history teaches us nothing,

if it does not teach us that a chronic national

passion for war is incompatible with the mainte-
nance of our free republican institutions. If I

(

were asked why it is that the British race here

|

is republican, and yet monarchical in Europe, I

should answer, it is because there it affects war

;

here it cherishes peace.

If we are to have a peaceful exercise’ of the

national activity, it must be confined at home.
War necessarily attends it, or results from its

labors, when it passes our own boundaries. It

is subject to the popular sympathies and affec-

tions when exercised at home. What other do-
mestic ambition have we? what other employ-
ment? Wfiat other field is thereat borne for

exercise of our activity, but the improvement of

the resources of wealth, of strength, and of

power, which lie in the great regions which we
have lately added to our empire ? The Pacific

railroad will give peaceful employment to this

activity for a considerable period
;
perhaps, sir,

1

throughout your life as well as mine. It will be
within our own borders; it will be altogether

subject to our own laws
;

it will bring us into

collision with no foreign State. You may safely

i build this railroad, at a cost of $100,000,000,



in the construction of it, and have peace with all

nations; but, sir, you cannot send a steamship

on a voyage from New York to San Juan, with-

out incurring some risk of foreign war.

Mr. President, if we are to secure the exercise

of this activity peaceably and at home, and in an
enterprise like this of the Pacific road, it devolves

upoii Congress to direct it. It is a political enter-

prise, and must be controlled, directed, and sus-

tained, by some power. It is incapable of self-

direction. Individuals cannot direct it; com-
merce will not do it

;
the States have become

sedentary forces
;
and the Federal Government,

the common Government of all the States, which
alone is responsible for this great work, and
alone possesses the power and can con.'rol the

means, must secure to the public activity the

needful direction to attain that end.

My words are intended, Mr. President, rather

to bring together, if possible, the friends and
supporters of this measure, than to win new
friends to its behalf. I have only one other

thought to express. Every Senator may natu-

rally desire, that when he shall retire from
publi ; life, he shall leave behind him some
monument of his patriotism, of his wisdom, and

and to civilization. I can conceive of no mon
ment which would be at once so imposing a

so lasting as a single vote cast in favor of tl

great enterprise, emphatically the enterprise

our country and of our age. It was pleasant

me the o l her day to see, thatwhen we came up
questions of political relations towards th(

very distant countries, China and Japan, tin

were peace, harmony, and agreement, in 1

Senate of the United States. It seems to

now that this great tract of unoccupied lan

waste, desolate, stretching away between us s

the Pacific coast, is so distant from the Not

so distant from the South, so separated from

so isolated, so new and strange to us all, that

can meet there as in a common field, leaving

our jealousies and contentions behind us, t

improve it for the common benefit of our p

terity, and for the welfare and happiness of

human race. Whoever shall come into that fh

in that spirit, will entitle himself to the pri

which the Roman historian gave to that sta

man whom, above all others, he honored
loved :

“ He was moderate in acting for hims
but, when acting for the Commonwealth,

I dignified and effective.”
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